McGill Education Terms of Use & Return Policy

“McGill Education”, Website” The website www.mcgilleducation.com is owned and operated by McGill Education.

1. Terms

By accessing www.mcgilleducation.com, you are agreeing to be bound by these web site Terms and Conditions of Use, all applicable laws and regulations, and agree that you are responsible for compliance with any applicable local laws. If you do not agree with any of these terms, you are prohibited from using or accessing this site. The materials contained in this web site are protected by applicable copyright and trade mark law.

2. Use License

a. Permission is granted to temporarily download one copy of the materials (information or software) on www.mcgilleducation.com web site for personal, non-commercial transitory viewing only. This is the grant of a license, not a transfer of title, and under this license you may not:
   i. modify or copy the materials;
   ii. use the materials for any commercial purpose, or for any public display (commercial or non-commercial);
   iii. attempt to decompile or reverse engineer any software contained on McGill Education web site;
   iv. remove any copyright or other proprietary notations from the materials; or
   v. transfer the materials to another person or "mirror" the materials on any other server.
b. This license shall automatically terminate if you violate any of these restrictions and may be terminated by McGill Education at any time. Upon terminating your viewing of these materials or upon the termination of this license, you must destroy any downloaded materials in your possession whether in electronic or printed format.

3. Disclaimer

a. The materials on McGill Education web site are provided "as is". McGill Education makes no warranties, expressed or implied, and hereby disclaims and negates all other warranties, including without limitation, implied warranties or conditions of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement of intellectual property or other violation of rights. Further, McGill Education does not warrant or make any representations concerning the accuracy, likely results, or reliability of the use of the materials on its Internet web site or otherwise relating to such materials or on any sites linked to this site.

b. McGill Education cannot be held liable for system down time, crashes or data loss. We cannot be held liable for any predicated estimate of profits which a client would have gained if their site was functioning. Certain services provided by McGill Education are resold. Thus, certain equipment, routing, software and programming used by McGill Education are not directly owned or written by McGill Education. Moreover, McGill Education holds no responsibility for the use of our clients' accounts. Failure to comply with any terms or conditions will result in the automatic deactivation of the account in question. We reserve the right to remove any account, without advance deactivation notice for any reason without restitution, as McGill Education sees fit.

4. Limitations

4.1 IN NO EVENT SHALL MCGILL EDUCATION OR ITS OWNERS, SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF DATA OR PROFIT, OR DUE TO BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE MATERIALS ON MCGILL EDUCATION 'S INTERNET SITE, EVEN IF MCGILL EDUCATION OR A MCGILL EDUCATION AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE HAS BEEN NOTIFIED ORALLY OR IN WRITING OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES, OR LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THESE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. FURTHERMORE, MCGILL EDUCATION SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CLAIMED DAMAGES, INCLUDING INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, RESULTING FROM THE CORRUPTION OR DELETION OF ANY WEB SITE FROM ONE OF MCGILL EDUCATION ' SERVERS. ALL DAMAGES SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE IMMEDIATE TERMINATION OF SERVICE. YOU WILL NOT BRING ANY KIND OF LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST MCGILL EDUCATION OR ITS OWNERS, SUPPLIERS, AFFILIATES IN CONNECTION WITH, AND HOLD MCGILL EDUCATION OR ITS OWNERS, SUPPLIERS, AFFILIATES HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST, ANY CLAIM BASED ON YOUR USE OF OR FROM THIS SITE.

4.2 Limitation of Liability
McGill Education will not be held liable for any liability or damages resulting from the use of the services or products sold to anyone.

5. Revisions and Errata

The materials appearing on McGill Education 's web site could include technical, typographical, or photographic errors. McGill Education does not warrant that any of the materials on its web site are accurate, complete, or current. McGill Education may make changes to the materials contained on its web site at any time without notice. McGill Education does not, however,
make any commitment to update the materials.

6. Links

McGill Education has not reviewed all of the sites linked to its Internet web site and is not responsible for the contents of any such linked site. The inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by McGill Education of the site. Use of any such linked web site is at the user's own risk.

7. Site Terms of Use Modifications

McGill Education may revise these terms of use for its web site at any time without notice. By using this web site you are agreeing to be bound by the then current version of these Terms and Conditions of Use.

8. Governing Law

Any claim relating to McGill Education's web site shall be governed by the laws of the United States without regard to its conflict of law provisions.

9. Violations

Violations of these Acceptable Use Policies should be referred to info@mcgilleducation.com. All complaints will be investigated promptly. Failure to follow any term or condition will be grounds for immediate account deactivation.

McGill Education TERMS OF USE

RETURN POLICY

All sales made are final and no refunds will be issued for any materials sold on www.mcgilleducation.com.

Only damaged material will be exchanged. Consumer is responsible for appropriate packaging and shipping charges for returning the damaged material. The damaged materials should be returned within 3 days of its receipt by the consumer.

Please email info@mcgilleducation.com for information about returns and damaged materials.